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FOREWORD

During the past decade, educators have focused much attention on
measurement and evaluation. This attention has been, at least in part,
due to the general public's demand fet what has been termed accounta-.
bility. National and state assessment pro arcs of educational progress
have been or are being conducted focusing public attention on the out-
puts of education. One result of these assessment projects is the
stimulation of educators to look far alternative approaches to testing
and grading.

In this monograpb, Professor Gilman reviews various current
approaches to evaluating pupil achievement, evaluating instruction, and
using grades, gradepoint averages, and class rank. Such issues as the
philosophical and PSYchoiogical bases for selection and use of evaluation
instruments, the use of performance objectives, ways to reduce rtjec-
tivity in,grading, the use of self-scoring tests, and many others are
discussed in a manner that the practitioner at all levels or education--
elementary, secondary, and collegewill find equally OPPAicable.

The controversy over the various approaches to educational measure-
ment will in all probability continue; however, with the publication of
this monograph the educational practitioner will be better able to
understand some of the issues Involved.

John C. Bill
Assistant Dean"
Research and Servioes
Indiana State University
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VW anMIME

ALTERNATIVES TO TESTS, MARKS. AND CLASS RANK

INTRODUCTION

During the 1970's, few educational issue have stimulated such a
diversity in opinion as the evaluation controversy.

.There are growing numbers of individuals who are CormAlatine'
mem:irdrie:It philosophies that are poles apart. Two camps with re...eect
to testing philosophy are forraiag. The attitudes of these two groups
concerning the importance of eucational measurement could hardly Le
further apart.

countabilit

.

First, a trend has developed that has been partly stimulated Ly
advocates of educational accountability and has also been promoted
individuals concerned. with evaluating the effectiveness of instruction.
Associated with this trend are nImProus educators who believe that. if
instuctibn is to be effettive, the results of this effectiveness must
be demonstrated. many cases° the demonstration of thisfeffective-
ness has taken the form of corarine students' scores on standardized '.;;

tests 4ifh national and focal norm. Advocates of this approach to
-education cite evidence to show that education is the only industry
that.traditioaally has never attempted to evaluate its productS.

Advocates of. accountability feel that testing and evaluation
mequireinuch more attention in se-.ss's today than they are now re-
ceiving. They also believe th7.,* even If there were not a need to
eliminate teachers who have P. cord cf unsuccessful teaching attempts,
teachers themselves should re c.'ntInually trying to !.flprove their'
instructional methods and 1,1 crcer to accomplish this, all teachers
must engage in a rigorous effcrt to measure the results of instruction
to determine if they haNe act rally taut/It tneir students anything.

Fv.IstWit'i4m

"Educators with an existentialist philosophy for nag/ years have .

been concerned with the "'humaneness" of education. The existentialists
have long argued that the student is much more important -in schools than 1

.learning is. They cite examples of the negative effect on students Of
competition'arising_from testing.proerams in the school. Frequently,
anxiety, destructive eorpetition and emphasis on grades instead of ,

learning are considered to be un5esirable side effects of educational
measurement. Ferv.existentieliet&-4atet consider testinr, iTadinr, and
'ranking to be advantageous or even necessary evils. ::.came have one no
far as. to say that measurement and evaluation of students are bad and
ouppt,to be discontinued. These points of view have often been as:3°cl-

. . ated With-progressive education and a recurrence of.these ideas has
developedin.recenI years.
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Accountability vs'. Existentialism

Most-advocate of accountability look upon such "humane" approaches
as elimination of testin grading and ranking, as a lot of sentimental
tommyrot. -4 They compile iLnr lists of benefits they allege students .
receive fram'a well-run 'testing program. They believe that anything a .
'that exists and has value dan be defined, measured, and evaluate* in
some form.

The existentialists believe that accountability is a symptom that
was characteristic of education during the time of the "cult get
efficiency." They believe that there are many things:that important
in education, such as motivation, creativity, and attitu4es; which
cannot be measured by pencil and paper tests. They frequently see the
emphasis on accountability as threatening to the education profession

.

and to students because of the attention given quAntities that are
tangible and measurable.

A Compromise

It is often pos4ble to Measure the effectiveness of instruction,
and yet avoid the negative effects that cane about as a result of the
side effects of testing. This booklet will attempt to describe and
demonstrate some of the alternatives to testing that have been attempted
and have been proven to be successful. Succinctly stated, this booklet
will desCrisbe methods that can be used by, teachers to determine the
effectiveness of their instruction. These methods require neither
competition between students nor emphasis on grades at the expense of
learning. FUrthermore, it is nticlpated that teachers who evaluate
students by any of these techniques will observe considerably fewer
anxious students than they would with traditional grading practices.

This booklet is intended to be a gut lg for the educator rather than
a research document. No attempt will be made to recount the historical
background orthese procedures. No attempt will be made to document
literature sources to substantiate statements made concerning alterna-
tives to testing. Persons interested in learning more concerning
alternatives to testing or in investigating the merits of any particular
alternative are urged to consult the Education Index or the ERIC

-The author does not wish to become involved in the controversy
between the advocates of accountability andthe existentialists. Many.

good thing; do come from a well-run testing program. However, many of
these benefits are also available with none of.the alleged side effects
caused by student-to-student competition.

Perhaps a word of caution should be offered to those wno propose to
use any of the alternatives in this booklet. It has been the author's
experience that wheneMer an educator sees no need for testing or grading,
he isfrequentl the/very person who sets up an evaluation system that
is bizarre, unfair tab the students, and often less humane than the
traditional methodsof evaluation. leachers who attempt any of the
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system described in thiS bo&Let are. ed et) use sound, Judment and
capon sense in adrdnizterinr, it. Educaiors who initiate cne of the
alternatives will be well advised to be: sensitIte to student feedback
and to be flexible.enowh to dlan:e couponents 4 the*system that are -

not prOducing the desired-result:3

:
3

vivantams as well az* he disadvantages of each of the ,methods
escribed and suerpstions are provided that will hopefully be help

ful to those attempting an alternative approach to testing,
*

r ,
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Chapter 1

ALTERNATIVES TO TESTING:
CRITERIONREFERENCE() MEASUREMENT

One approach to the assessment of student achievemenhd the
evaluation of Instructional effectiveness that has been receiving a
great amount of attentionfrombeaucators who try to place a ereater
emphJzic on individualized instriictio0 is criterion referenced
measurement (CRM). :

.

In order to explain the 'Criterion referenced method, it is
neoessary to contrast it with the traditional type'of testing, which
is mown as norm referenced measurement (NRM).

.

A criterion is defined for purposes of CRM to be a standard of
performance which serves as a minimum level to be used in a decision-
making procesli: If a secretary is to be hired if, and only if, she
can type 60 words per minute, then theability to type 60 words per
minute serves as the criterion for her employment as a secretary.

In Figure1-1, the.minimum standard of acceptable performance (the
criterion) is that the student answer 90; of the itono correctly.
student P answered 95; of the items correctly. Since his score is above
criterion, he passes the test. Student F answered only 75% of the items
correctly. His score, is below criterion and he did not pass the test.

AboveCriterion (100 Student F's score 95 (above criterion)
= PasS
CAITERION- 90

r 80
70 c----Student F's score = 75 (below criterion)

1 6o
50

Below Criterion 40

= Not Pass 30

20
10

Figure 1-1
Scores on a Criterion Referenced Test

A norm may be thought of as an average. The mean, median, and mode
are all examples of-nor06.' Seine of the types' of scores derived from
no 'zeferented information are percentiles, grade equivalent scores,
a equivalent scores, I.Q. scores, itandard scores; and stanine scores,
To obtain these types of scores for a student, it is necessary to obtain

5
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. _
the mean or another type of average of-the group the student belongs to.
.Frequently the relative distance a student scores -from the mean is
measured in units ori3tandard deviations. A standard score:of -1,0 means
the student's score is one standard deviation.below.the meanwhile a
standard score of +2.il..indicates.the student.'s score is two standard
deviations above the (Zee Figure 1-2.)

f

70 80 4 100 110
TestS6ores --+-Mdan

Figure 1-2
A Distribution of Test Saires with a Mean
of 9d and a Standard Deviation of 10 .a

Norm referenced mtftaulare used to find out how each individual
learner performer in relaeionShip to the perfomance.of other individuals
an the same test. The bniy meaning thescore has derives from its
comparison kith other Stores and consequently with its cogparison tothe
norm or aVerare 9f the group. .Each learner's perrormance iscompared
with the average studenW..in his gtoup '(these measures are norm refer*

_.ericed_meaautes). Mast clArroom tents an.most standardized-Intel:1i-
gende or achievement.1 tests are norm mferencedsures.

.
Criterion-r6fereneed measurement is one example of what can'be

called an absolUte forffi-of testing. Absolute interpretation of test
scores involves makings judgment abetit the scorucf a stUdent in terms.
ofhow his performanceon the test relates tc a Textain standard Or

. standards for test tasks.

Absolute 110erpretationof test perforMance is, of course,
.different froM.the traditional a-type of interpretation utilized' in
relative Interpretationwhereby the Sudgjnents, about students' scores
Are based on the scorbr, of otherstu4ents,inthe group of which the.'

lame,

-
_ !
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students are recters.

Traditionally, tectiry experts, test theoristz, and psychometric
practitioners have given litt1e attentioe to aloolute interpretation of
test performance. However, recently a areat amount of attention has
been devatei to this: variety of teztina Ly eaucatlonal practitioners in
a variety ^f areas.

An absolute interpretation of test scores is advoaateS and
emphasized in such diverse fields as Individualized instruction, pro-
grammel instruction, computer assiste instruction, eah-eraded schools,
governmental education, industrial education, instructional technology,
the system approach to education, the British open schosi, military
training, and physical education.

An important variety of measurement which r4uires an absolute
interpretation of test scores, criterion referercelmeazurement was
developed to be used as a technique for the assessment of a specific
criterion behavior de.lcribed in a behavioral instructional objective.
This type of measurement focuses on the learning of anlndividual stu-
dent at a particular point in time rather than on his standing among
peers.

Criterion referenced measures fcfcu attention on whether students
are able to do certain tasks acceptably. It is because'the learner is
being canpared to some established ariterion, rather than to other
individuals, that these measures are described as criterion referenced.
The meardreLlnesz of any learner's score is not dependent on any
comparison to the scores of other learners.

Since the student's anticipated performance as a result of learning
has already been specified in a behavioral Instructional objective, it
is usually a very simple procedure to find out if the student can perform
the behaViors specified in.the objective. In many cases, learning or its
absence nay be demonstrated by having a student atteret the performance
of a single'act. However, it is more common for a test to be conprosed
of a few items, rather than just one single item. In CRM, each test item
is keyed to a set of behavioral objectives. CRM is designed to yield -,

Information directly relevant to the level or quality of behaviors that
the examinee is capable of performing.

. Althougn the result.: of CRM are irierpretable in terms of the
specified performance standards stated As the criteria of behavioral

. -objectives, the level of these standards must be designated by the test
constructor with ''oil realization of the ability of his students and the
importance of the Leaztvior they are required to demonstrate.

An airline pilot will be expected to perform flawlessly on "tests
designed to measure his ability. A bright fourth erader may be expected
to neater all of the 100 maltiplication facts. However, a social studies
teacher may expect her slow learning students to obtain a score of at
least 60% on the semester test. Consequently, she sets the criterion
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level at .60;. A 7,eneral education coarse taudnt at the college level say
be taught in such a way that the instructor will consider his students as
having mastered thc- material If they score higher than the criterion of
75%. 1.

A frequently recommended-Criterion level is 90;. When a teacher
sets up behavioral objectives for her class, the instruction and the CHM
exercise are designed and constructed in a way that defines explicit
rules linking patterns of test performance to behavioral objectives. If
90% is the criterion score, then any student who scores above 90% will be
Considered by the teacher to have learned the material. Students who
score lower than 90; are considered to be below tie desired level of
mastery.

A Double Criterion

Many instructors also use CRM to enable theM to ascertain whether
they are doing an effective job In teaching their classes by specifying a
double criterion. The double criterion specifies the level of performexpected

by each student in the. class, and also specifies the mater of
students that should meet this standard in order for the instructor to
consider that the-instruction was successfUl.

An example of the double criterion can be found in the 90-90 cri-,
terion frequently used by authors of programmed instruction material.
The 90-90 criterion means that the author may consider his work to be
effective if 902 of the students are able to obtain a score at least
equal to the criterion of 90% on the final expeination. Any student who
scores above 90% will be considered as having satisfactorily mastered the
material. If 90% or more of the FI:udents score above this minimum level,
the instructional materials are considered to be effective.

The'choid'e of the level for the criterion or of the levels for the
double criterion is determined by the instructor and is based on the
competency of his students, the importance of the task, and the level of
the instructor's aspiration. Same military training exercises specify
a 95=95 criterion. However, for many teachers who wish to attempt CM,
a reasonable and challengin-geal for any teacher is the 90.T.90 criterion.

A criterion referenced summative test 15 one that is deliberately
constructed to give scores that tell what behaviors individuals with
those scores have mastered. The standard for criterion) against which a
student's performance is compared represents th:,minimax acceptable
performance for the desired behavior. Scores on the test for_the entire
class nOy be used to evaluate the effectiveness of instruction.

-Steps in Constructing CRM Tests

The step by step procedure for utilizing CRM is a logical, rational
procedure. Some educators feel that to follow the sequence of steps
required for the construction of a CRM instruments virtualia guarantees .
an instructor that he will be effective.
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The steps are as follows. Before instruction begins and before the
test is constructed, the lesired behaviors are. carefully specified as
instructional objectives. Then situations are created in which these
desired behaviors nn be demonstrated. Representative samples of the
situations are then selected to test the tasks the learner is to perform.
These sample situations constitute the'CRM instrument. Next, instruction
is planned so as to accomplish the instructional objectives. After the
instruction has been completed, the CRM instrument is administered in an
attecret to find (1) which students mastered the material as demonstrated
by their above criterion scores and (2) if instruction was adequately
effective as indicated ty the percentage of students who attained the
criterion score. The first of these functions of CRM is known as
emanative evaluation. The second of these functions, which represents an
attempt to find whether instructional improvement is necessary, is known
as formative evaluation.

Although the above sequence represents a rough sequential pattern of
-what occurs in CRM, perhaps Figure 1-3 and Figure 1-4 represent a more
practisal analysis of the sequence of CRM.

1 2
State Behavioral Construct

Objectives

3

Teach to Accomplish

5
Evaluation of Students

and Instruction

4

Administer
CRM

Figure 1-3
Steps in CRM

Figure 1-3 represents a model of what actual4 occurs in CRM.
First, the instructional objectives are stated, preferably in the form of
behavioral objectives.

Next, the measurement instrument is constructed in such a manner's
to determine if the student can demonstrate the ascomplishment of the
behaviors described In the instructional objectives. The number of items
the test will contain is up to the teacher. One guideline that may serve
beginning CRM constructors is that it is well to have at least two items
for each behavioral objective.

It is interesting to note that in the sequence of CRM, test ton-
structian is the second step, rather than next to last, as in the
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construction of teacher -1 de NRM inet.ruments.

The instruction is then performed so as to accomplish the objectives.
:,cre critics of CHM have found fault with this step in the procedure, by
alleping that at this point, the !nstructer is "teaching: the test. ". It
Is a matter ef individual perceition as to wtether this i.:- happening or
whether the objectives are truly being taunt rather than the test. It

is also a matter of debate as to whether there is something Inherently
wrong about teaching to tne items on a test. Some advocates of CRM
advise teachers to make students aware dr their objectives so as to let
the students know what will be expected of them in the evaluation
procedure.

After the instruction is completed, the CRM instrument is admin-
istered and scored. There are only two possible scores. Students who
score above the criterion pass, and these who score lower than criterion
Jo not pass.

The scores of all students are then evaluated to determine if the
instruction was effective. If the desired percentage of students attain
criterion, the instructor may conclude that he is attaining the instruc-
tional objectives and that he is doing an effective job. If less than
the desired percentage of students attain criterion, then the instructor
must conclude that his instruction has not'been as effective as he
desired it to be, and he must than proceed to decide whether he should
change the instruction, the CRM instrument, or his objectives for his
next attempt at teaching the material.

In sane situations it may be worthwhile to repeat the instruction
for all of the students who did not pass, and to continue repeating -

instruction until all of these students can attain a criterion score.

Figure 1-4 demonstrates a step by step procedure of CRM.

1. State objectives.
2. Prepare OM instrument to measure objectives.
3. Teach to accomplish objectives.
4. Administer and score CRM instrument.
5. If any student scored above ;, he has

mastered the instruction.
6. If % of the students score above %,

instruction is effective.
7. Decide If a chanpe is needed in objectives,

CRM instrument or the instruction,

Figure 1-4
Steps In CRM

In Figure 1-4, the criterion levels were not specified because it is
-the decisi of each instructor as to what level the class should attain.
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Figure 1-5 shows a model of the decision-aaking process associated
with CAM and contrasts it with the process traditionally followed in NRM.

Modtl

INPUT --b. PRODUCT

(Instruction) (NRM Results)

CRM Model

INPUT --I. PRODUCT --)PRESIULTS

1( No YeS-

OK?

Arnstruction) CRM(Results)

Revise Input

Figure 15-
Decision Making Process in NRM and CRM

From Figure 1-5, it may be observed that in N4 there is no atteept
made to revise instruction on the basis of the product results as
measured by NRM. However, In the CRM process, revisions occur if the
test results indicate that the instructional objectives are not being
accamlished.

Differences in the Methods of NRM aid CRM

It is difficult for the layman .or teaching practitioner to conceive
of educational testing as having differing philosophies. The concept of

. a philosophy of measurement is not easy to contemplate. *owever,
Wiasurenent procedures do follow their philosophies and there are
striking differences between the philosophy of NRM and that of CRM.
Some of the differences are described in the paragraphs below.

Trait or abilgy to be measured. In NRM, the trait or ability to
be measured is assumed to be present in varying degrees In different
ihdividUals. It is the purpose of NRM to order those individuals on a
continuum ranging from highest to lowest in terms of the amount of that
trait or ability the learner possesses. In CRM, the trait or ability is
assumed to be present in either a sufficient or in an insufficient
amount- in different individuals. It is the purpose of CRM to separate
the individuals who have attained d prescribed level of mastery the
trait or ability from those who have not. ,

Range of score. In NRM, students test scores range from a low
which is approximately equal to the chance level of the test to a high
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which is often equal tu .a scoro f 1O07.. Thus., If .-7.10'.1p of students 4
complete a four-respc.,nee multiple-choice test, it can be erected that
their scores will ranee fror. the (tkince level (2) to 100,-,. Each
student will have a sork.wher.. on the continuum from 25% to 100%.
:7ince scores may ran,....e: on a lnur free: chance te a -perfect
score, NW scores are often descri: being eeet:Pe..eua .iata. A

desirable cletracteristis cf an test is considered to be a wide ,
ranee of score.:, eeasured ty a iiieb standard deviation.

ocoree; are considered tç be pazzlni7 if the student attains
criterion or above criterion score and are considered to be not passing
If the student dues not attalyi a criterion score. C scores can take
only cne of two values. The two Values are suretines specified as pass-
not pass, ra...es-fail, --no eo, yes-no, or adequate-inadequate. The two-

scorine of e?:4 is freluently referred to as producinr dichotomous
data. However, it could be leeically -arieued that sore of the best CH1
initrunento those on which everyone receives the same score of pass.

Difficulty of items. '..lort test theorists believe that norm refer-
enced test item.! of medium difficulty will produce the gre,atest
ciiScriminati,n, the most inforrrition, and will contribute most to the
test's reliat.111.ty. This mans that.for a short answer ctepletion test,
the ideal 'test item would be on to which half of the students respond
correctly and the other half respond Incorrectly or creit the item.

. Neither poycnologi nor common sense would support asking students a
question with advance knowledre that half of them will not obtain the
correct response to the question.

Although the actual difficulty level of CRM instrument items depends
on the ability of the i-Toup of students involved, the level, of distery
required, and the objectives of the instructor, traditionally CRI4 -items
are relatively easy test item. it is not unusual for the 90-90 cril-
terion to be used. The use of this criterion implies that the test is
designed so that the items should be easy enough that 90% of the students
will be able to score 90% or above on the test, assuming, of course, that
instructicz was effective.

Domain of instruction. Although it is difficult to make any infalli-
ble generaliza.tion concernine the domain of instruction measured by the
two types of tests, it is fairly safe to say that NRM has most often been
used for measuring learning of factual information and concepts, usually
referred to as the cognitive domain. Although CRM new be used for .

reasurenunt in the coe,nitive domain or to measure the acquisition of
attitudes and skills (the affective domain), the nature of CRI01 rakes it
especially useful for measuring learning in the physical skills and
conetencies that are included in the psychorrtor domain. .CRR attenpts
to neazure what a student can .do, rather than what he OWS.

Discrimination. ;04 tests attertt to order 'oups of students loam
high to low. An NP.M test item is considered to be a good item if those
who do. well on the test do well on that item. Item analysis is a
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procedUwe through which a test constructor looks carefully at each item
to determine if the item discriminates between good and poor students.
Items that do not have this quality are discarded and do not remain on
the test.

CRM can not use conventional it analysis, but there have been
attempts to substitute the before and after property of specificity for
discrimination. The best CRM items are sometimes considered to be -those
that students do not answer correctly in a pretest situation oefore
instruction begins but can respond to correctly in a posttest situation
after instruction ias teem corpleted. Items that are answereo correctly
only in the posttest situation are said to be specific.

However, item analysis may be applied to CRM In an attempt to find
which items discriminate between mastery and ncrenastery of each of the
instructional objectives. ,

Reli:4bility. The reliability or precision of measurement is a
prima consideration formic Most often, reliability estimates for NRM
instrusets are obtained indirectly by correlational coefficients, since
reliability can not be obtained by more direct methods. Since
reliability in CHM is not considered to be an overriding concern, most
C1 instruments are constructed without any attention to their relia-
bility. NRM, instruments are usually relatively long tests, since the
degree of reliability is directly related to test length. Since CRM
instruments are not concerned with reliability, they may be shorter
tests. Some CRM exercises are essentially one-item tests. Several
research papers which propose methods for calculating reliability for
CRM exercises have been published in measurement journals.

Validity. There are many methods for determining the validity. of
an NRM instrument. Perhaps content validity is the most frequent
validity determination for NRM achievement tests. Contest validity
attempts to deftenstrate that the items covered the test constitute a
representative sample of the material convered ing nstruction.
Althouel some experts propose other validation techniques to be appli-
cable. Curricular validity determination is accomplished by keying
certain test items to each of the instructional objectives. This, of
course, is the essence of the method used in CPOC

Previous) ac uired skills. In NRM, students must often use
previously acquired s lls to respond to items so that they may demon-
strate the broad understandings measured by NRM. CHM usually measures
only instructional objectives and requires no previously acquired skills.

Comparisons. NRM measures a student's performance in relation to -

that of the group and also to that of each of the other students. CRM
encouragy% ccmpetition with oneself to acquire proficiencies. It
attempts find what the student can or cannot do. The student's score
is comparei to the criterion.

^4'



Instruction related to the test. Instructors who teach to a NAM
test cratETtrytoma)seearaountomaterial cOvered. Often the

\,. objectives of NRM imely that the student is to be provided, by means of
bro- survey of t!-e subject, a thorough familiarity with all aspects

Lx.-4.-4*" ...1e-.1-toylaxledse the percentage of students who
Ak;ter the object e- of instruction.

. The score received in an NRM test is usually the I.uniber of .

its swered correctly or the percentage of correct responses. As
yfeviously indicated, the only score a student receives on a-CRM test
its either of two dichotomous scores, pass or non-pass.

Function. NEM measures amr.. etof knowledge learned by ranking
students from nigh'to low. CRM evalo.ites the effectiveness of instruc-
tion.

. Advantages

Many articles have been writ..: n In which the authors declare NRM
to t.e ral and proclaim CRM to be tha only humane way to evaluate
ztutento TIti rationale for these articles appears to be it is an
inheres characteristic of IIRM that half the students must miss each
item d half the students must fall below the median. This approach
does not encourage the type of success that enhances motivation or
learnlw. The critics of J1 also fault student-vs.-student competition
and consider the competition of a student with himself or with a
criterion to be healthier and non-destructive.

jcertainly the potential for evaluating instruction is greater' in
CRM than In 104, because traditional NRM has never really been concerned'
with the evaluating of instructional effectiveness. Furthermore, onAy
CFI offers the potential to provide the data for effectively revising
instructional content.

The NRM model for measurement has been one which has been pre---
occepied with aptitude, selection, and prediction. The CRM model is
concerned with evaluating and revising instruction. CRM can lead to
more meaningful statements than the NRM model when the criteria are
obvious and simple.

Limitations

Defenders of NRM claim that the criticized aspects of NEM'are not
inherent in the NEE model. They allege that the fault does not lie in
the model itself, but rather is the result of poor testing practices.
For that reason defenders of NRM believe that CRM is a fad that will
soon fall back into disuse.

There seems to be some doubt among measurement specialists About
the versatility of CRM and about its ability to measure complex
behaviors. Indeed,.some educators believe that in some types of in-
struction, there are no identifiable criteria. Many measurement
specialists feel that CRM is practical only in those few areas of
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Achieverneht thick focus on'the cultivation of a hidn detTee of skill in
the exercise of a limited number of abilities. Others consider.CRM to
be a measure of the degree of mastery of material taut in a specific
time frame before the student_prorresses to hirtner level.

Sc ae practical disadvantages to CRM are that reporting systems vary
and must be interpreted to the parents of children ',wink., into new
school districts. Comparisons of performances on CRM between school
districts are not yet readily available.' Further work is necessary to
detertine if CRM constitutes a valid measure of academic progress.

An objective evaluation of the idealistic foundations of CRM
raises a few perplexing questions. First, can most of the students
attain most of the objectives of instruction in a well taut course'
Second, will test items based on separate objectives of instruction
assess how much a student has learned more accurately than test items
requiring the understanding and synthesizing of several objectives?

Furthermore, sox educators feel CRM does not tell us everything we
need to know about achievement because a single criterion does not allow
for any student to attain excellence nor does it, tell as much as should
be known about deficienciep in achievement.

Although CRM can be used in most educational situations, some test
theorists have been quick to point out that NRM is applicable in
virtually all teaching situations. Furthermore, since NRM is firmly
established in American education, practically all present standardized
tests are NRM instruments.

Nevertheless, the attention educators are giving to CRM is
continually increasing and more knowledge about the process of CRM may
cause educators to view it as a superior evaluative procedure.

-.1



Chapter 2

ALTERNATIVES TO TESTING:
SELF-SCORING TESTS

The self-scoring test, also known as adjunct aatoinstruction, inn
been used in American schools, althouill not extensively, since the
-early 1900's. The self-scoring test is a series of questions designed
to help determine whether or nct a student's learning, is progressing
satisfactorily.

The questions themselves are prepared in multiple-choice form with
the incorrect alternatives selected from common misunderstandings.
Throwj one of 4 variety of rather ingenious techniques, the student is
given im,ediate knowledge concerning the correctness of his response.

The strater.y for self-scoring test is that students who select
a correct response may proceed to the next question. Students who are
unable to select the correct response on their first response to an
Item must continue* to select from the remaining alternatives until the
correct response ha..;leangiven-: FeedbaCk Mess:agen, usually Consrsting,
of:letters or symi.ols, inform the student of the correctness of his
response.

The. questions in a self-scoring test do not necessarily cover .

everything in any one lesson or unit. and may very well jury back and
forth tram one point to another. The purpose of these questions is to
help the student determine whatieler or not his learning has progressed
satisfactorily.

The self-scoring test is scored-by counting the total number of
responSes required to answer all of the questions correctly.. The
Counting of one point for each response is similar to the scoring
procedure used in golf, where one point is counted toward a player's
score for each .stroke a player s in his attempts to advance the
ball.

The logic. of`self-scoriNg testing is.supportbd by numerous
principles of educational ptycholog. Its scoring techniques are
readily. adaptable to numerous technological or Chemical devices.
Furthermore, when educational experiments, are conducted comparing the
learning that occurs as a result of self-scoring testing with tradi-
tional testing methods, the results almost invariably indicate
-advantages for the self-scoring tests.

The self-scoring test technique provides a non-punitive lype.of
testing. It may be utilipzed as a technique for determining if instruc-
tion is proceeding effectively (formative evaluation) or to determine'
if a student has mastered the unit he is studying (surrntive
evaluation):

17
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Self-scaring tests.rey be admihistered frequently tostimulate
,students' study. 'The feedback helps the student to differentiate
between right and wrung answers and extinguishes misconceptions. It
has been said that minute for minute, no form of learning provides
more efficient learning than a thst. The'imudiate feedback potential
of the self-scoring test enhances the learning potential of the testing
process. '

It is fair to say that if any learning exists in the testing
situation, it probably occurs as a result of the feedback a student
receives liter the response has been made. In traditional testing the.,
feedback occurs days and sometimes even weeks after the response, if it
is provided at all. In self-scoring tests the feedback for each item
immediately follows the student's response to that item;

The self-scoring test situation is/one in which the test is
administered, and simultaneously autchatically teaches. If a student's
answer is correct, he is informed and reinforced immediately. If the
answer is wrong, he carefully csneaers the remaining alternatives
before he makes another response. The question is kept before the
'student until a correct response is given. He must get the correct
answer to each question before he can go on to the next. When he does
get a correct answer, he is immediately informed that he has done so.

The questions that are used in self - scoring tests often deal with
methods, conclusions, applications and other concepts that more or less
involve glqbal understanding of the entire unit being studied. Such
questions naturally fit in the multiple-choice format in which the
wrong alternatives are common misconceptions or misunderstandings that
students could have developed during the course of instruction.

Aside frun thelearning advantages that.self-scoring tests offer,
the tests score themselves and reduce clerical work for the teacher.
Since the scoring technique increases the range of scores with a
resulting greater standard deviation, the reliability of a test adminis-
tered in a self-scoring format is higher than: the reliabilit of the:

same test administered in the format of a traditional multi e-choice
test. Students taking .a self-scoridg test must respond after each..
Correct response. This is similar to intreasing the length of a test '
without really adding more questions. The seemingly greater test
length.also favorably affects reliability.'

The self-scoring test, if administered under supervised conditions.
in an uncrowded room, is virtually cheat proof.

Varieties of Self-Scoring Tests

The self-scorring test format can be adapted to a wide variety of
technologies.:. Thereare literally hundreds of products that may t
purchased that,employ the self -scoring test technique. Some of the most
common are described below.
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Erasure card. A student,is provided with a form which requires him
to erase carbon spots one multiple-choice answer sheet according to
which answer he thinks is right. Each spot is partly covered with
easily removed carbon shield which, when erased, reveals a letter to

'indicate the correctness of response. For example, if the student's,
response is right, he finds an "R" under the carbon spot. If his ,

response is incorrect, an'"X" appears. 't

10ilLatentiminacer. Multiple-choice answer sheets are treated
with a chemical so that when the student marks his response with a felt
Pen, feedback messages appear. The messages rare letters or symbols and
are similar to thode used on the erasure cards. Short answer completion
questions also may be used and the latgpt images are words that form the
correct answer.

Chemical_paper. Some self-scoring tests are printed on paper
treated in such a way that the response choices on the, answer sheets
change colors when a correct response has been made. Either ainultiple-/
choice or 4 true-false format may be used. The correct response space
turns green when moistened and an incorrect response causes that
response to turn red when it is chosen by a student.

Tab Jests. A'perforated tab is removed by the student to reveal a
feedback symbol or feedback message.

Electric grid. A very simple teaching machine can be made by wiring
an electrical grid in such a way that a correct response will produce i
completed circuit. When a question card is placed over the grid, the
student inserts a pointer into a hole in the Oard next to the answer. If
the pointer is placed in the hole next to the correct answer, the grid
activates a buzzer or a light.

Pressey punchboard. This device is similar to the punchboards that
are used in chance games. The Ppassey ernchboard requires a student to
push a pencil dr key into a hole corresponding tohis choice of an ;

answer. If the response is correct, the pencil breaks through a. paper
cover-sheet. If he is-wrong, the pencil merely narks.the cover sheet.

Microfilm teaching machines. A microfilm reader is equipped so_ that
it-can be programmed to display questions and feedback messages and '

advance according to instructions coded on the microfilm. Frequently
these devices are equipped wIth score-keeping equipment or response
rewrd;rs.

Computer-assisted instruction. The ultimate in.teaching machines is
computer- assisted instruction. The computer is programmed-to cause a
teletypewriter or cathode ray tube monitor -to display! questions and feed=
baCk messages. Such sophisticated hartmare offers ccaplex branching
capability, m omplex record keeping and analysis systemi and oan be
equipped with audio and visual display accessories.
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Other devices. &21f- scoring tests are sometimes administered by
.means of filmstrips or tape recordings. The selection ot a response
causes the filmstrip or tape to advance to an appropriate-feedback

sage. 3electicn of the correct response cues presentation of the
uestion.

Summa The self - .coring; test assists students in learning and
motivates t to learn by l'oviding instant feedback. The.StUdent-ls._.
invited to'rere the questions and correct his errors while he works.
The completed test gives the instructolka clear record of the student's
problems and strengths. '.-The self-scorYig test format provides a very
'reliable measuring techniqUe*and frees the instructor from the
mechanical chore of checking each answer on every student's pap_:-.

Self-scoring tests are readily available and the use of them is
supported by a plethora of convincing research itudies. It is rather
surprising that such a simple and effective device has not been over-
whelmingly adopted by edUhators.

Perhaps the reluctance of educators to accept the allf-scoring
test has been due to the cultural inertia that makes them reluctant to
try any new teaching or testing technique.

It is fair to.say, however, that a teacher's initial attempts to
use self-scoring tests may cause, the students tb experience somewhat
greater test anxiety than they experience in traditional testing. A
confirmed principle'of testing is that anxiety increases when an
unfamiliar test form is introduced.

However, with repeated use, the worth of self-scoring tests as
reliable measuring devices and as tools for producing effective learning
is one of the few certainties in education.

t



Chapter 3

ALTERNATIVES TO TESTING:
THE CONTRACT METHOD

The contract approachto evaluation has been used, with classes of
students from nursery school to graduate school. _Although the contract
is a popular method of evaluation in schools everywhere today, there is
surprisingly little published information about it.

The contract method.of evaluation is a very simple procedure. At .
the beginning of the marking period, the teacher and the student meet
'in what might be described as. .a conference or interview. During this
meeting, the teacherAntstudent jointly decide what work the student
will do. in order to Valitr for whatever grade the student chooses to

.

work for. The quantity of work a student must couplets to, receive- ad°
"A" grade will necessarily be greater than the quantity of work that
would be required for a "B" grade, etc. The conditions of the evaluz
ation are clearly statedin'a written contract.

,Although the, student. is guaranteed that he will receive the
requested grade if the required work is corpleted satisfactorily.,
contracts tivally,ccntain a statement that if the work is not completed
satisfactorily, the student will recetve the grade that the instructor
feels is appropriate.

,

Contracts are signed, it-the beginning of the grading period acid
are evaluated at the end_orthe grading period. Contracts may be
changed by mutual cohsent of the teacher and tile student at any time
during thebmarking period.

Contracts may be writtenstoapply to whole classes. However,
sometimes individual ccntracts.are-desiAped by each student and agreed
to by the teacher. _

,

CtetraCts for whole- classes. tlhen-the,ccntract 18 applied to the
entire theContrct is written so that it specifies the quantity
of work that is requii.ed for each letter grade. -.

!

°

: The criteria listed to be evaluated may include such tasks as pro-
jget's repOrts research papers, cOmunity service, books to be read,
'Ss well as attendance and even citizenshir

'!he Contract may. be Witte:1.W the'teacher and presented to the 6

studenis, or may be worked out-as azroup decision by the entire class.

.01Figure.3-1 is a typiCal-whole class.ccntract for a'college class.
It will be noted that less attendance*ii required for an,"A" grade than
for other letter.grades. 'rhis" is because of titgreat amount of time 4:,"
that "A" students will need to *carpletce Ail of. heir contractual taskp.:q=

21
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soCIAL =DIES 102
WORLD HIJTORY

ontra....t Items (Those marked X required)

1. Attend class regularly .

Letter Grade
A Is

X X

ancient history
dealtnglid!th

X

3: Read and report on oneok dealing wttog
the Lark Ages"

4. Read and report on one book dealinir with
the Industrial Revolution

2. Bead and report on one book

5. Write a 5 page report on serfdom

C

b. -Write a 5 page reportisn the Protestant
Reformation

7. rite a 5 pagp report on the Roman Empire .

11. Write a 5 page report on Ancient Greece
40

. .

p .

9.. Mike a chart contrasting socialism and
comm unism - X A X X

1J. Make a curt cocparing the conquests of
Alexander the Great, Julius Caesar and

6 KrIan X X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

11. Construe.:t a tire litwchaxt showing-
. ir4dortant periods and historical
developments froin 1100 to 1900 X x X -

i%riSh to caltract.for:the grade of . If any of the requirements
listed atovt are Incomplete or unacceptable,'I wig accept the c'ade

ner fee.lz is appropriate ..

Teacher

Late

Figure lt1
A Whole Clats Evaluation Contract

ixt Awed"
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The lack of an attendance requirement for "A" students is character-
-- istic of an honors class and writing the contract with no- attendanciJ

requirement for the "A" students will give the class the atmosphere of
an honors seminar.

From Figure 3-1, it can also be noted that generally a higher grade
requires more tasks to be performed. A possible exception to this
generalization is sometimes found in the differences between the "C" and
"c" grades. Often the requirments for the "D" grade are as great as
the requirements for the "C" grade because there Is a general tendency
to try to discourage students from contracting for a low grade.

Semi-contracts. Whey a contract I._ applied to a whole class, the
emphasis. is on the quantity of work, rath-n, than the quality of work.
Irtstructors who wish to use the contract method of grading, but who also
require soma degree of mastery from their students may resort, to the
semi-contract. The semi-contract is similar to the contract is most
-respects, except that one condition of the contract is the requirement
that the student must achieve at least a certain minimum score on an
examination In order to receive the contracted grade. For example, a
contract might be written to also require a score of COI' on the final
examination for a a-ade of "A."

Contracts used for individual students. An alternative approach to
writing one contract for the entire class is to allow each student to
write a contract and.to present it to the teacher. The teacher may
either sign the contract in its original form or make suggestions for
thanging the contract.

When each student designs his own contract, each contract calls for
a different variety of activities to be completed by each student. Each
contract contains an agreement of how grades are to be determined.

Figure 3-2 shows a contract that has Leen Written by a student for
evaluation purposes. The tasks selected by the student are tasks that
-no other student would probably select and are relevant tasks for the
student. The teacher and student work together to reach an agreement on
the criteria to be used for evaluation and whatever levels of profigency
are required.

Contracts may be and usually are evaluated by the teacher. However,'
the contract may be evaluated by the student, by the feedback the teacher
solicits and receives from the class, or by an outside source. For
example, if the class is studying a unit in government and one of the.
requirements cf the contract is to assist a community official, the terms
of the contract may be evaluated by the community official who is being
'assisted.

Advantages of contracts. The contract method of grading eliminates
the "destructive" competltion,th4 matches student against student in a
battle for class'rank. The student evaluated by the contract method is
not competing against Other students, but rather is competing against
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Student's Name

Unit to be Studied

Expected Completion Date

I. What objectives do you expect to accomplish by studying this unit?

Student Learning Contract

beginning Date

II. What activities do you intend to perform to accomplish these
objectives?

III. Wbat evidence do you intend 'to produce (term papers, reports,
outlines, etc.) to demonstrate that you have accomplished your
objectives?

. Upon satisfactory completion of the work listed above, a grade of
will be awarded.

Signature of Student

Signature of Teacher

Signature of Parents

Figure 3-2
A Contract for an Individual Student

-
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himself and against his contract.

Since the student knows what is expected of him and since there
are rarely any tests in the contract method, the anxiety associated
with testing and with uncertain evaluation3 is eliminated:

It can also be argued that since the quantity of work performed is
the principal criterion used in the contract method, some of the
subjectivity that is a side effect of some other forms of evaluation is
eliminated.

An argument for the contract method of grading that is essentially
educationally sound is that this type of evaluation encourages
diversity in the tasks students are to perform. The tasks will hope
fully be tasks that are relevant to the student, The student sets his
own goals and follows his own learning patterns. a

Disadvantages of contracts. Pertsi_ the principal philosophical
disadvantage of the contract method is that the evaluation is based on
the quantity of work performed and little consideration is given to the

. quality of work. It is difficult to require challenging quantities of
work without giving assignments that amount to busy work. Likewise, it
is difficult to find creative ways to measure the quality of the work
in the context of the grading contract.

When an instructor attempts to design-a contract for the Whole
class, it will probably be very difficult for him to determine an
appropriate quantity of work for the various letter grades. Oftenatne
requirements are set too low. This results in the teacher being forced
to award high grades to all his students. If other teachers are not
awarding such high grades, the failure to set quantitative standards
high enough can result in poor staff relationships. Conversely, setting
quantitative standards too high can cause the student to be overworked,
bored, or inundated with busy work.

When attempts are made to introduce quality controls into the
contract system, it is often necessary to go back to many of the
subjective judgments that the contract method seeks to avoid.

The contract method of grading encourages neither quality nor
excellence. Teachers who use the contract method are frequently
surprised ana frustrated when they find that some of the students who
WPSar to be the brightest and-some of the students who contribute most
to the class are the ones who have contracted for low grades in order
to escape some of the busy work that is required for higher grades.

An evaluation schedule. A variation of the contract that nay be
used bkanrentesprisLag instructor, is the evaluation schedule. This is
essentially the same as a contract, but contains, quality controls since
each Of the tasks is evaluated by the instructor according to his
judepent of how it was perforbed. Although this system nay be more
reliable and consequently More fair than the contract, it requires a
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great number'of subjective judgments to be made by the teacher.

Figure 3-3 is ai evaluation schedule that has been used in an
introductory class in educational psychology. It will be noted that
the class is one which places an emphasis on the pe-'ormance of tasks,
but also epphasizes the written evaluations of tests and quizzes. The
total point score is the criterion for grading. If a student receives
more than 550 points,-that student will reeeive an "A" grade for the
course, etc. Students who score lower than 250 points do not pass the
course.

It can be readily observed from Figure 3-3 that although the
evaluation schedule has sorts cf the features of a contract, the evalu-
ation schedule requires that a large number of subjective judgnents be
made concerning a student's performance rather than Just one.

Suraltary. The contract method of grading is growing rapidly. Some-
times contracts are written by the teacher to apply to the Whole class
and in other cases contracts are prepared by each student for individu-
alized evaluation.

Contracts promote a constructive form of =petition, reduce
subjectivity in grading, and cause students to be -less anxious about
:heir grades. Since contracts evaluate on the basis of quantity rather
than quality, it is difficult to avoid assigning "busy work" as a part
of the contract. It is also difficult to determine hod much work should
be assigned to provide a fair, yet challenging, student work load.

Evaluation schedules have many of the characteristics of contracts,
but require the .T.str.ictor to evaluate many criteria subjectively.
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Educational Psychology 202

-lamlurtion Schedule

Outotanding(mP) Goad( *) Poor(i) Unsatisfactory()

1. Attendanoe and Class 50 40 20 -50
Participation

2. Tutoring or Educational 50 SO 20 -50
Service ( )

3.. tab School Participation 50 10 (30) 20 -50

4. Oral Book Discussion ( ) 25 20 10 0

5. Colloquia ( ) 25 20 5 0

6. Seminar Group ( ) 25 20 5 0

7. Written testaments 50 40 10 0

B. Total Qalz Score

9. 'SilMt Test (50 items, 100 points) Scoie 550 A
500 8*

Second Test 55 items, 100 points) Score 450 B
400 C*

Final Test 175 Stems, 150 points) Score* 350 C
300 Dm

Total Test Score 250 D
Below 250 Nice Try

Orand Total

I agree to coMplete the asugnments 40 Indicated above. Having completed the assignments
satisfactorily, I will receive the grade according to the above contract. Contracts are
changed by mutual consent.

(Student) (Professor)

(Date)

1. Class attendance is required, expected, and should approach 1001. Quality of class
participatim is also important.

2. Students may elect an instructional or caucational aervioe project. This involves
working with live students for approximately ten ane.lhour sessions,. A log should be
kept which includes objectives, progress, andimyaluation of your goals. The final
report will indicate what your goals were, how they were carried out, and an evalu-
ation of your ei.erieree.

3. Each student actively participates and assists in instructing a group of students at
the laboratory school. A written report includes a description of where and haw you
helped and an evaluation of what you have observed in the class.

4. Present a five minute oral report of a book or other publication. The report should
include a brief summary of the book which should be no longer than five minutes.
Then, aaa the class challenging empoutatioft type osostions coneerning the book.
Visual aids will be helpful and are recommended.

S. Attend and report or three education or psychology colloquia.

C. Attend a class seminar at assigned times., Seminars will number 3 and will last for
about 60 minutes each.

7. Papers are evaluated on the basis of effort and communications skills.

figure 1.3
Am Evalustlen Schedule



Chapter 4

ALTERNATIVES TO GRIMING

Of all of the alternative measures to he opposition
to marling and report cards has been the most emotional. Several
individuals, some of them educators, have developed a national
reputation and have made quite a bit of money by presenting emotional
arguments in paperbacW books or in journal articles. Ite polemics
they present are not always corpletely logical but the presentations
claim that grades. are either immoral or inclevant or both. A
national movement, which is gathering strength, would have grades and
report cards eliminated from all American schools.

In the past, grading has been assumed to be a f.nction that some-
hew promoted growth. In the next few pages, an attempt will be made
to present an outline of some of the argunents for and against grades
and to describe some of the alternative procedures that may be used if
letter grades and report cards are eliminated. The najority, of U.S.
schools still use letter grades. This is true in the primary grades,
elementary schools, jumlor high schools, high schools, colleges, and
universities. Recent surveys have demonstrated that 62% of the students
of junior high school age and a majority of the parents of students
prefer letter grades over any of the other forms of evaluation.

The final part of this section will consider alternatives to
grading. Letter grading is the established pattern for which alters tat

will be proposed. However, such marking systems which use symbols
to convey achievement in terms of Outstanding, Satisfactory, and
lematisfactory, or Excellent, Good, Poor, or Cormendable Progress
Satisfactory Progress, and Minimal Progress are not Innovative and are
really not very different frantraditicnal letter grading. Therefore,
these marking systems will riot be considered here.

The logic of the reasons for and against grading is presented in
what is intended to be an objective, logical, unemotional ma nem
Furthermore, the descriptions that follow are intended to relate to the
context of practical situations, rather than to the idealistic
actuations that are often described by critics of ccntesqporary edu-
cation and opponents of current evaluation practises.

Argumenti For and Against Grading

Whoever attempts to explain the theoretical posits es that support
grading from a psyehologicalpoint of view is immedimtei: in trouble.
Although certain bases have been proposed as positions supporting
grading and report cards, these bases themselves are controversial.
Although they unquestionably apply to small animals performing physical
learning tasks in an animal laboratory, most of the prindiples that
constitute these bases have not been dememstrateklwith humans Involved

29
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In verbal learning tasks in classroom situations.

Likewise, it has always been difficult to prove or even demon-
strate that grades are in any way psychologically danlang to students.

Arguments for grading. Probably the principal justification for
grading students is the notion that the "reward" of a grade is an
Incentive that enhances learning and promotes study. This notion is
somewhat Supported by principles of operant conditioning, behaviorism,
and reward psychology.' The reinforcement that follows a certain type,
of behavior increases the probability that the behavior will occur

.

again. The theoretical rationale for reinforcement requires that the
reinforcement requires that the reinforcement should follow the
behavior immediately. Of course, grades are not given immediately
after the responses they are supposed to reinforce. However, although
reinforcement theory is fairly well developed, there is not complete
agreement that reinforcement has to be immediate to be effective.

A further justification for grades is based on studies of
motivation. Although working for a grade may have nothing to do with
the Subject that is being studied, providing students with tangible or
intangible incentives for learning has been demonstrated to be effective
in producing learning in psychological experiments. 7hp process of
motivating learning through reward is called extrinsic motivation.

Although most psychologists believe that learning:my be enhanced
by any type of motivation that is effective, some critics of grades
believe that motivation for learning should be intrinsic, which means
that activation results from a desire to learn more about the subject
matter.

It is idealistic to assume that all children can be motivated to
learn siiply as a result of their thirst for more knowledge. However,
it is equally naive to believe that all students, particularly the low
achievers, can be motivated by the slim prospect of the reward of a
high grade.

Another argument for grading students comes not frOm psychology,
but rather from economies. Several: economic theories are based on what
is known as an economic system of socialjustice. Economic rewards to
citizens are often based on some type of system. In the. case of grades;
the system works in such a way that the students who work hardest and
achieve most are supposed to receive better rewards. Advocates of
grading consider it to be a system which promotes justice In an
economic sense. Presumably, groups of people are somehow supposed to
be more content 'bed they feel that they are working In a system where
rewards are distributed in a just and equitable Mnner. It is possible
to think of the grading system as a micro-economic model in which
benefits aperue to those who produce the most. Such ,a system is said
to be not unlike those systems the student will encounter in the world
of work. However, it is fair to say that several studies, particUlerlY
Chose conducted with college students, have demonstrated a.fairly low .
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correlation between grades and later economic success.

An argument for grading that is hard to dispute is that letter
grades are an efficient means of communication. Although there are
probably as many methods for assigning grades to students as there are
teachers, the meaning of letter grades is universal. Everyone knows
that an "A" is a good grade and everyone knows that a "D" indicates
pCbr work. Althoughgrades are efficient in that they convey infor-
.J.tion succinctly, grades in themselves do not in any way indicate

what it is that is causing the student trouble nor do they
ato what x is that a student is accomplishing well. However,

erades do provide a simple system that facilitates reporting a
student's achievement to future employers and college admission
officials, as well as to parents, student.., and teachers.

An advantage of grading that is practical, although not very
humanistic, is its administrative convenience. Grades are a
convenient tool for crucial decisions regarding college admissions,
participation in extra-curricular activities, financial aid, ability
grouping, and various academic honors.

Other arguments for grading are that grades enhance discipline
prepare students for competitlen in the world of work, and are a fairly
reliable index of academic achievement. However the most convincing
argument for grades comes from school officials Lnd teachers who
consider that grading is achieving its purpose in schools. Many school
administrators find there are no complaints with grading by either
students or parents and consider grading to be the best system for
student evaluation. As has been mentioned, the majority of students
and parents surveyed indicate that they prefer letter grades as a
method of evaluation. Many schools that had once abandoned grading
have gone back to it because they feel that they have learned that it
constitutes the best available system for student evaluation.

Arguments against grading. The arguments against grading are just
as practical and as convincing as the argu ments for grading. However,
these arguments are usually presented in a somewhat more emotional
context and are based on ideas developed by humanistic or existential
educators.

The most pervasive argument against grading is that many students
cannot.possihly get good grades even with maximumetTort. Consequently
they continually receive low grades, which is degrading to them. A

, categorizing of students is said to develop from wading procedUres and
thus grading serves to label low achievers as Inferior persons. The
process of grading lowers the self concept of low achieving students to
the benefit of their more intelligent peers. It is argued that grading
is an ego-damaging process that-brands children as failures and
generates rebellion. .

The reliability and accuracy of grading are questionable,' since
grades represent subjective juderents of student achievement by the
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teacher. It. is said that grades are partly determined by such variables
as effort, citizenship, attitude, handwriting skill, race, sex, religion,
background, appearance, and dress of the student.

Grades are considered by many of their opponents to promote dis-
honesty and encourage cheating. The type of verbal learning that grades
encourage is said to be mostly memorization and learning of factual
materials. The student, it is said, only learns. the materials that he
feels will be covered by the test. FUrthermore, grades are considered
to cause the teacher to emphasize the type of learning which is
measurable and to deemphasize teaching of-attitudes and concepts that
an not be easily measured by paper and pencil tests.

From a psychological point of view, grades are said to increase
pressure and anxiety on the student, although some psychological experi-'
rents have demonstrated that learning occurs best When students
experience a mild amount of pressure and anxiety.

Although the grade is not the real value in the course, it often is
considered to be. Such 32. attitude causes students to take courses and
to enroll in classes where they will receive good grades, rather than to.
take.courses that will benefit them. Also, the teacher is placed in a
dual role of teacher and evaluator, which amounts to having the teacher
function as the student's critic as well as his helper.

It is often argued that grades are irrelevant to the learning
process and that studying for tests restricts the creative endeavors of
students.

Since grades mean different things to different-instructors, their
interpretation or the Information they convey is subject to many factors.
It is doubtful if a single mark can convey to parents and studentsithe
necessary information that is needed to enhance learning. The
excellence a student may achieve In one unit is frequently masked by the
averaging process. While a student may do outstanding work In one area,
his performanCe in that unit may be lost sight of because it was
obliterated when it was averaged with his lower performance in another
unit.

Emphasizing Strengths and Eliminating Weaknesses

There is generally, although not always, a consensus among both
opponents andadvocates of grading that some sort of evaluation of the
learning process is very desirable. Obviously the type of evaluative

.:process that most teachers, principals, and parents would approve of is
one which would emphasize the strengths of grading and eliminate some
of its weaknesses.

It is probably correct to shy
the grading process are eliminated
of evaluation, the new system will
old system.

that when some of the weaknesses of:
by,the introduction of a new system
have weaknesses not apparent in the

' .
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The alternatives to letter grading will be described in the next
few pages. If the reader, s contemplatiag abandadngpletter grades or
is thinking of introducing a new system of evaluation, he would do well
to consider the effects that the new system will have on the learning
process and carefully evaluate the new system in the light of his
'educational philosophy.

In spite of the emotional appeals made by the opponents of grades.
and the steadfast reliance on letter grades by advocates of that form
of revaluation, probably grades are neither the ogres or the good fairiei
that either of these extremists would have us believe they are. Never-
theless, it is advantageous for all educators to be informed of alter-
native methods of student evaluation and to carefully consider changes'
In evaluation from the points of view of the objectives of instruction
and the educator's personal philosophy. .

Alternative Methods

The parent-teacher conference. The face-to-face meeting of the
parent and the teacher, which is utilized in many elementary schools
today, has been described as the ideal means of reporting student
achievement. In this'method, it is possible for parent and teacher to
discuss openly the problems and progress of ptudent achievement in each
subject matter area.

The conference has been, and continues to be, the fastest growing
procedure fOr,the reporting of student achievement in American schools.
It is well established in kindergarten and'primary grades, and continues
to spread to elementary and high school.

In addition to the fact that the parent-teadher-conference provides
an opportunity for an open-ended detailed report of all aspects of ,

student achievement, it also sets up a two -way ccamunication between
school and home.

The disadvantages of the parent-teacher conference approach to
evaluation is the manner in which the conference is usually conducted.
Most parents attend expecting- to liuten, and spend most of their time
doing so. Most teachers who schedule conferences expect to spend meet
of the conference time talking, and likewise do'so. However, the chief
disadvantages of the conferences are in the time they require and the
difficulties. in Scheduling them. Whilethe conference method may be
'practical for an elementary teacher who has 25:students in her class,
it is not an advisable alternative for the'secondary teacher of 2Q0
students. Furthermore, since conferences are scheduled during,the
school day and require the attendanCe ofthe teacher, several school

i.days Wnich-mght have been used for instruction are Sevoted exclusively
to conferences between parent and teadhers. In addition to the loss of
instruction time, the difficUlties for working parents in obtaining
child care nay cause ill will Aetween parents and educators.

Narrative reports and letters to parents. Some sahebl systems have.
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found that narrative reports are better for their evaluation purposes
than are report cards. A narrative report may take the foam of a letter
to the parents or may be merely a Verm in which the.evaluation is
written in prose, rather thanletter grades or check marks.

The narrative report has-been utilized by schools since 1933, when
the schools of Newton, Massachusetts, abolished all report cards and
replaced them with individual letters to parents.

The narrative report tells what students have achieved and
attempcs to communicate just how the school and the student's hone can
work together. On a.narrative report, all of the letters of the
alphabet are used to detail a pupil's achievement and to point out
problems the student is experiencing in different subject areas, as well
as In attitudes and,work habits.

Symbols and cheakmarks are strictly avoided in a narrative repOrt. .

A letter grade is considered to be meaningless,'since%it does not tell
precisely what strengths and weaknesses are affecting the Student's'
performance. Although the letter is individualized the convents tend
to be rather general.

Sometimes narrative reporting utilizes a format that requires
teachers to follow a form. The form lists specific areas to be con-
sidered in the evaluation. This format requires more specific comments
-and is probably more comprehensive than a letter but it will result in
a report that lacks continuity.

Some sch 1 systems have attempted to reduce the time and effort
'required of to ers ix the narrative reporting process. To acoomplith
this, data processing techniques and computers are uti/kzedr. In this
procedure, the teacher may either select appropriate comments on a
CheCkalist or select appropriate contents from a bank of available

. statements. A computer is programmed to arrange these comments into a.
meaningful report or letter to each student's parenti.

!First-, the teacher would select appropriate comments- from the
comment bank., Then the comments would beentered into a, computer and a
letter to the parents would be prepared bAthe computer. The litter
might look like the One In figure '4 -1:

. !

Sbme interesting variations in the narrative rePorlt are poisible.
Sore school systems have space equal tq5tylat used for comments by the

-teacher available for replies from the parent to.the'tqaCher. At least'
one zaool system sends a brief announcement in the form of a-telegram
titled "Cangrats-O-Gram" to the parents of students doing exceptional
work.

- The principal advantage of.the narrative re,pbrt'oier the report
card is that it provides much more meaningful feedback toiparents,,
altheughit is usually not as informative as theeacher-pareilt '

conference. However, it is possible to use narrative reports without
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r

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Johnson:

We' are sending yOuthis lettet to indicate to you the prowess of
your daughter, Mary, in her work at our sdhool. The following =events
.relate to discipline and citizenship.

Mary -
is well adjusted socially
is dependable
attends sada regularly
is ature and dependable

The next statements apply to the study habits and Academic skill
level of Mary In English.

Miry -
does assigned work promptly
needi to work on punctuation 'and grammar
writes acceptable eseays

We will be pleased to discuss any'of these comments with you at
ybur convenience. Please call for an appointment.

Sincerely,

Figure 4-1
ACompUter Printout Narrative Report
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the-inccnvenience of loss of_schaol.diys that parent - teacher canferences
: require. The individual attention that students reeeive throudtv
'narrative reporting often allows teachers taevaluate.strmngths and 0,"'"
weaknesses of their Students more carefully and more

.strengths

than therWbuld if grades-merimarely marked on a report card. The
comMunication betweelperenii and school that the narrative report
Supplies can be-a valuable tool for producing better communitY

.

relations.

.However, narrative reports tend to be More Subjective than the
'grades a student receives on a'report card...The`zrades represent the
average of scored on objectiVe tests, but narrative reportsrepresent
the judgment of the Student by the teacher. Furthermore not all .

teachers are capable of writingHmeaninell. evaluations that will be
helpful to students. Teachers Who are not suited to report. writing may
find the computer to be of valuable assistance. .

There ere also some adminisfratite inconveniences-that are involved
in narrative reporting.. Writing good narrative reports:takes time arid,
still. Teachers with a large number of students, such.as those who
'teach schooLs;,-Insy find the time required for narrative reports
to be prohibitive. Schaql systems may find thathe expenditure of

. teachers' salaries forrepc0E4riting.is more costly tpap it is, worth.
(i

. it is obviout.that-narrative reports.Will be mar, difficult to
interpret than let er grades by anyone who has reason to examine the
student4s 5611°01. record. -7- -- -

\

It;

The advantages 'a narrative reporking are often quidkly reCognized.
by parents. In studies where-a survey has been cbndUcted in school
.systems that have, tried narrative' reporting, a typical finding is that
thiee-quarters of the parenta=prefer natrative.reporting to: report cards.

n
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Chapter 5

ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF EVALUATION

A COMUI alternative to the letter graue method of reporting
student achievement is the method employed in checklists and rating
scales. Instead of the broad categories of learning that are
described by letter grades, the attitudes and work habits in each..
subject matter. area are broken down into individual colponents.

'Checklists and Rating Scales

In the case of a checklist,'the indieidual components are checked
if the quality being evaluated is present. In rating scales, the
qUality is rated on a scale that claz7ifies the quality according to
its degree of adequacy.

An example of part of a checklist is shown In Figure 5-1. From
the checklist it may be noted that the basic characteristcs or the
mastery of English, spelling, and handwriting have been If the
student has mastered these characteristics, a check will be recorded in
the appropriate space. If the student is not proficient, the space for
the mark will.be left blank. There is a space in each section of the
report for remarks by the teacher.

In a rating scale, the qualities are evaluated, rather than merely
being checked: The student rating scale in Figure 5-2 uses ratings
rather than check marks to indicate the degree to which a quality is
present. In this rating scale, the qualities are evaluated on a scale
frem "needs to improve" to "outstanding." In addition, the tudent's
total capability _and his achievement relative to his capability are
evaluated concurrently and the results of these evaluations appear
Along with the ratings of the components.

It is'also possible to use a rating scale which combines a
teacher's evaluation with a student's self-evaluation, as demonstrated
in Figure 5-3.
1

The rating scale may be superior to the report card because it .

. breaks down the student's achievement into ccaponent that are identi-
fiable and understandable. The student is able to stern immediately
the strengths and veaknes=es of his performance. re are implications
of what is needed for improvement.

The checklist and rating scale are not parti ularly adaptable to
outing grade point averages, so it is suneil difficult to translate'

college admissions decisions.
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buzzera:.Corrtunity .:chobls
Evaluation Checklist

Stuient's Name

Teacher

Uses correct forms in speaking
Uses correct form in writing
Master's the mechanics of writing
Uses appropriate idiom and diction
Expresses ideas effectively in written work
Expresses ideas effectively in oral work
Knows and uses various sentence patterns
Knows Zhe criteria for evaluating audio-visual commxdcation
Organizes information and uses it as a basis for his own writing
Participates in classroom.discUssions
Pulfills required assignments

Remarks:

Teacher

SPELLING

Passes weekly spelling tests
Transfers correct spelling to other work
Recognizes relationship of various word for
Can apply spelling patterns to new words
Fdlfills required assimnents

Remarks::

Teacher

HANDWRITING

Masters letter formation
. Develops rhythm and adequate speed in writing

Transfers good writing to other work
assigmnts_____

Remarks:

Figure 5-1
An Evaluation Chtrklist
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William Tell Senior High School
Teacher-Student Rating Scale

711rDETIVROREW AND EVALUATION

Name of student Subject Economics

Instructor Robert Wilseck

Goal:, set by student and teacher: Date

Student Self - Evaluation: (#1 = best; fib = poorest)

Student's Opinion Teacher's Opinion

I give my best e f f o r t to the 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
work I have chosen for this
course

I s p e n d My uns-Theduled time

wisely and efficiently for
the work I have chosen for
t course

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 345678

I use my scheduled time for
this course to take ad-
vantage of the teacher's
help

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7.8

I h a v e m a d e an effort to

arrive at goals that are
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4-5 6 7 8

.important to me

I amsatisfied with m y
achievement toward the
goals I have set for
myself

12 3 4 5 6 7 8 12 3 4 5 6 7 8

I rate the depth and extent
of my independent work

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 \ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Figure 5-3
A Student-Teacher Rating Scale
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' The checklist and rating scale are strong in relevance and validity
since they do coraxunicate)jirectly with what it is that the teacher teaches
and what it Jo, that the teacher evaluates.

Self-Evaluation and Self-Grading

Self-evaluation and self-grading are two distinctly different.
processes. Self-evaluation allows students to evaluate their own
progress either in writing or by means of a teacher-student conference.
In the process of self-grading, the student determines his own grade.

It is merely for convenience of grouping topics that both of these
processes are included in a single chapter. The two processes are
_supported by different rationales and have little in common. Although
it is possible to use self-evaluation and self-grading concurrently,
ordinarily only one or the other of these will be utilized in an evalu-
ation.

Self-Evaluation

Self-evaluation has been described as a means of student assessment
that is of the chillimen, by the children and ft:4' the children: Self-

_ evaluation allows the student to evaluate his own progress, either in
writing. or in a conference with the teacher. The teacher Communicates
comments and reaction to the self-evaluation. Crdinarily there are no
grades in self-evaluation, but some teachers may wish to use self-
evaluation as part of the basis for assigning grades. Sometimei it is
used in combination with peer evaluation and teacher evaluation, but
usually when self-evaluation is used it stands alone as the process by
which student performance is evaluated.

In many cases, self-evaluation is open-ended and no structure is
involved in the evaluation process. he student's convents are made
extemporaneously in writing or in an interview with the teacher.

Sometimes self-evaluation is accomplished through the use of a
special form. The form provides guidelines for the evaluation and
assure:. the teacher that certain criteria will be evaluated.

From Figure 5-4, it can be observed that the self-evaluation form
is simply a technique that will enable the student to respond to certain
evaluation criteria that the teacher considers to be important..

Likewise, sometimes a self-evaluation checklist is used by students.
This type of self-evaluation instrument is particularly helpful when
several criteria are considered in the total evaluation. A self-
eValuation checklist displayed as one column of Figure 5-3.

Advent' s of self-evaluation. Through self-evaluation, the
student s owed to evaluate his own progress toward goals that he
has set for himself. The student is able to establish his ow9periteria
Tor the evaluation of his work.
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McDaid High School
Self-Evaluation Form

M/name is and I am completing

this report for the semester.

During this semester, I completed oral.reports.

I feel that my performance on these reports was

To improve n performance on oral reports, I need to

I also wrote themes. I feel that my

performance on these themes was . To write

better themes, I need to

Over all, I feel that my strengths in studying the subject are

I need to make improvements in

On the other hand,

Teacher's Comments

Parent's Comments

Figure 5-4
A Self - Evaluation Form
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Promoting self-evaluation, which may be an important learning
process in itself, allows a student more freedom of instruction and
mere responsibility in the evaluation proCess.

Disadvantages of self-evaluation. Depending on the frame of
reference of the teacher, some educators might consider allowing
students. to establish the criteria for their own evaluation to be a
weaknessvrather than a strenith,.in the evaluation process.

Self-evaluation is considered by students to be an improvement
over conventional grading procedures until the novelty effect wears off,
and after that it becomes less desirable to them.

PUrthermore, students frequently become wise to the system of self-
evaluation and evaluate themselveS higher than they really deserve.
This increases the error in the evaluation system and makes subsequent
teacher evaluation difficult.

The potential of self-evaluation depends on the way teachers use
it. If it is used in such a way as to cause students to reflect on
their academic progress, it can be of great benefit to them. If self-
evaluation is used as a cop-out to avoid the responsibility of assigning
grades, then it probably will contribute nothing to any student's
education.

If students are under enormous pressure to achieve, the process of
self-evaluation is extremely difficult because, under qlose Conditions,
it is hard for them to be objective when they ;lave an opportunity to
evaluate their own progress.

Self-Grading .

Self-grading allows students to determine their own grades. Self-
grading is frequently used in colleges and universities by teachers Who
are either ultra-permissive or who intensely dislike giving grades to
students.

On the last day of the semester, the professor will tell all of
the students to assign themselves the letter grade that they think they,
Should receive for the course. Sometimes they are asked to state in a
short essay just why they think the grade they assigned to themselves
is appropriate.

Aside from the advantage of eliminating student anxiety about
grades, few defenses can be offered for self-grading.

Students consider selfgrAing to be a cop -out by. the teacher
since they consider that assigning grades to students is the responsi-
,bility of the teacher. Students who are-wise to the self-grading'
system find that it is advantageous to-always assign themselves the
highest possible grade since they reason that a teacher who was too
timid to assign them a grade will undoubtedly be too timid to change a
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grade a student assigned to himself.

Self-gnadinr. 1: a method of evaluation that is usually disliked
intensely by conscientious students. The inconsistencies of students
in the use of the self-evaluation process make it one of the most
unreliable of evaluation systems.

Pass4ail

For 100 years, some colleges and universities have experimented
with the pass-Tail system of student evaluation. Other systens which
fit in this category of grading are pass-no pass, credit-no credit, and
satisfactory-unsatisfactory.

If a student achieves satisfactorily in a course, he is given a
grade equivalent to "pass" and his credit in the course appears on his
transcript. If his work is not satisfactory, there is no penalty for
his having attempted the course. At any rate, neither passing nor
failing grades contribute to a student's grad; point average. Students
have an opportunity to redo failing work.

The rationale for pass-fail evaluation is that it provides
incentiVes for students to take courses that interest them without being
concerned about class rank should they fail in the course. The pass-,
fail system encourages students to try difficult courses that they
otherwise would avoid. Also pass-fail is said to eliminate anxiety
among poor achievers by helping them concentrate on what they learn
rather than on the grade they earn in the course.

The pass -fail nethod has been very popular in recent years in
colleges, universities, and to same extent in high schools. The results
of pass-fail have not been encoAmeng. A recent survey of schools
using pass-fail showed that adndnistrators and teachers were not
satisfied with that system of evaluation. Historically, one-fourth of
the schools who have attempted pass-fail have abandoned it.

Advantages. Pass-fail has the potential to reduce anxiety,
eliminate cheating, and reduce destructive ccupetiticn. It is also
possible that the learning environment may be better because students
may feel freer to explore the subject in their agn way. Furthermore,
the pass-fail method may cause students to be less constrained to agree `r
with the teacher. It can be argued that students studying under the
pass-fail system still do plenty of work, because they must meet the
instructor's minimum standard for passing the course.

Disadvantages. Pass-fail is a system which mamas to blanket
grading since all students eventually may receive a grade of "pass."
Freed from the pressures that letter grades provide, the typical student
will work less than usual.

It is particularly difficult to determine the level of work
expected for a student to obtain a passing grade. In many cases, there
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may be a large variation In the standards for passing from one course
to another.

The evaluation that students rec ve in letter grading provides
them with some useful feedback. all students receive the same
grade and since they are usually no Informed concerning their progress,
students receive little helpfUl feedback In this system.

When students are In danger of failing.a course,. the pressures
associated with pass-fail are at least as great as the pressures
associated with regular grading procedures.

Equal Grading

_Some Instructors with an extremely humanistic educational
philosophy believe strongly that all students should be treated
equally. This belief extends to grading and these instructors give all-
of their students identical grades.

Usually this system of grading begins by the teacher-making an
announcement to the students that everyone who completes the required
work satisfactorily will receive a specified grade. The grade most
often specified is "a." However, some Instructors may elect to give .

all of their students "A" and others may give every student a "C."

In extreme cases, the system can be'used with }no stipulations made
concerning the quality of work to be completed. For example, a college.
Instructor nay announce to his class that everyone enrolled will receive
a "s." Usually such extreme evaluation mea#ures are utilized as a
protest against the requirement of schools that instructors must assign
grades.

- Since all students receive the same grade, competition and anxiety
Should be reduced. There can be an improved atmosphere for learning. -

However, since there is no conscious attempt to evaluate students,
they receive none of the helpful feedback that the evaluation process
can provide.. The grades students receive When an instructor uses this
method do not provide any Infoemation that can be used to distinguish
the good students from the poor students.

Frequently, using this system violates the written grading policies
of the school so that educators who use this method take4 decided risk.;
Fellow teachers usually do not approve of assigning blanket grades to
students. fl students themselves (particularly the good students)
consider this method to be a coward's way out and often feel that it is
an unfair evaluation system;

It can be argued logically that students will not work as hard. when
they know they are all going to receive the same grade.
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Unleis the blanket evaluation procedure is carried to extremes, it
is still possible for students to attain failing grades if the In-
structor considers the quality of their work to be unsatisfactory.

In saMmary, equal grading involves assi4ning the sore grade to all
students regardless of the quality of their work. Although equal
grading could possibly create a less anxious learning environment,qt
is risky to attenpt it. Instructors who use it are of unpopular
with,students and fellow teachers.

Performance Based Evaluation

For some time now, there has been a growing trend to evaluate
students on the Lisis of their mastery of behavioral objectives.
Evaluation reports provide students and parents with a detailed account_
of the objectives the student has mastered. The evaluation of the
student by the teacher states in precise terms what concepts have been
mastered.

In.performanced based evaluation, there usually are no grades.
Students merely demonstrate that they are able to master certain
instructional objectives.

Needless to say, this type of evaluation requires the student to
undergo a new type. of learning. Instead of trying to attain a broad,
global view of the subject, the student will now find it to his
advantage to master the individual skills that are needed to develop
proficiency in the subject. Instead of broad cognitive knowledge, this
method of grading emphasizes performing. certain tasks to demonstrate
mastery dr small phases of instruction.

Performance based evaluation is particularly suitable for account-
ability donsiderations. -Teachers cannot be held accountable for the
letter grades their students achieve, but they can, be held accountable,
for the instructional objectives their students master.

Figure 5-5 is an example of a part of a performance based evalu-
ation report.
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Name Section

Progiess Report

Map and Globe Skills

unit synopsis

Pupils are called upon to read and interpret maps of increasing complexity. They
are asked to make inferendes and draw logical conclusions flan the data presented on a
map or series of maps used together. They work with different global views and with
several kinds of map projectionsin small groure and individually.

unit objectives

1. Upon completion of the map and globe skills workbooks, the Fi meeting
pupil should be able to explain the difference between a requirements
photo and a map of a specific area, giving advantages and

I disadvantages of each. not
ants

2. Upon completion of the nap skills work, the pupil should
drew a nap of en area to scale includiAg symbols and
legend. .D

not meeting -1
requirements

meeting
requirements

3. Upon completion of the map skills work, the pupil should
be able to locate a site on a map given the latitude and
longitude.

El

meeting
requirements

not meeting
requirements

1. Upon completion of the map and globe skills work, the
pupil should be able to explain the difference between
physical and cultural features on a map.

meeting
requirements

not meeting
requirements

of the map and globe skills work, the meeting
it should be able to construct agricultural, , requirements

, relief, and political maps of a given area.
not meeting
requirements

6. Won completion of the map and globe skills work, the
pupil should be able to construct oontour map of a
given

,,\

0 meeting
requirements

not meeting
requirements

Figure S-5
rfonnence Based Evaluation Report



Chapter 6
A

ALTERNATIVES TO GRADE POINT AVERAGE AND CLASS RANK

For many years,. the calculation of grade point average (G.P.A.)
and rank in graduating class has beenka standard procedure in almost
every secondary school in the United States. The computation of each

`
student's academic position in relation'ty, that of the other members
of his class is usually performed to-determine the absolute measure of
academic proficiency known as gr.ide point average. From these
computations, students are ranked from high to low on the basis of
their grade point filerage and this ordXnaj. ranking 4.s reported as
class rank.

Thda,,a student witty an average grade of B in.high school has a
3.0 Bade point average on a scale that equates an A to 4.0 points, a
B to 3.0 points, etc. The same stuaent's grade point average, when
compared to the G.P.A. of other members of his class, might allow
school officials to conclude that the student ranks 86th in a graduating
class of 420. The lowest numbered ranks indicate the highest G:P.A.'s.
The student, who graduates with the highest G.P.A. is ranked first'in the
graduating-class and is often designated as class valedictorian. The
,student who graduates with the second highest G.P.A. is ranked second
/end is often designated as salutatorian.

Reasons for Computing G.P.A. and Class Rank

College admission. Since Most applications for adMission to
college require that the student report his class rank, Most higb,sahool
adminiStrators have believed that'it was necessary to calculate cliss
rank so that.a college could be informed of.the class.standing of an
applicant for admission.

. 4

During the 1960's; there was a shortage of openings jor'Students in
most of it colleges in the United States. The rank in graduating class
statistic was frequently used'as. a criterion for adMission or rejection
to a college or to a specific program within a college. As aril example,

a student who ranked 156th in a graduating clasp of 300.might not be.
.admitted to his state university or a prestigious private school.
Bowever,_14114Liaass rank might be considered acceptable for enraIlMent .1

,in a state supported college, provided the student did not wish to study
a curriculum with higher. admission criteria such as a pre-law or pre-
medicine program.

.

A study of U.S. high schools in 1972 conducted gorthe National'
Association of Secondary School Principals found toWS 97% of the high
schools reported class rank and thei.84% or them wou:',i continue to do
so even if they felt that colleges did not need the, statistic for the
admissions-decision-making process.

49
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However, another survey of colleges determined that only 6 of 611
colleges. Ili deny students admission if their rank in class were not
reported and that 90% of the colleges in the United States reported that
the absence of grades, G.!.5.A.'s and class rank would not bea handicap
to a candidate's chances for admission.

Predicting suc-els in collegelln addition to using class rank and
.G.P.A. for admissiczi ,ecisions, many colleges use either G.P.A. or class
rank or both to predict the degree of success that their entering
students may expect to achieve. It is a fairly easy procedure to
qalcalate the correlatNouncoefficient between high school G.P.A. and
class rank and college G.P.A. or crass rank. This correlation can be
used along with other data and information to determine the probability
of success of an entering student in any acmic program. A lot of
effort and talent has been utilized in the develmment of the science of
prediction. The prediction of academic success in: college has become a
rather precise, alpough far from pe'fect, science.

Class rank and. G.P.A. are not the .only predictors of academic
success. Other predictors are the results of standardized tests, such
as-Ithe Colltge Board Examination (CEEB) and the Scholastic Aptitude
Test (SAT); the subjective analysis of interviews with college admission
officials, and interpretation. of letters of recommendation. Frequently
several of these criteria are combined in order to obtain an equation
ufnichcan be:Used for predicting success in college performance.

The worth of class rank and-O.P.A. for predictidn of academic
success has been studiedfor many years and it has been found to be a

,mearingful statistic for that purpose. The results of many correlational
studies have shown agreement that either class rank or G.P.A. is the best
single predictor of college success that is known today.

Incentive to students. A high grade point aVeragp,is considered by
many educators to be a motivating factor. Although there may be some
doubts abput the quality of motiVation that the desire to improve class
rank and 0.P,A.'provides, it is undoubtedly true that many students
particularly the more able ones, are conscious of their fibademic st;nding
apd are willing to work hard to keepa goocft.P.A. or to improve their '

class rank.
P

1 It is also true that the computation of G.P.A. and the determination
of class rank give scholars a kind of recognition that has, often been
denied to them. The recognition of scholarship.in many schools has.been
and is overshadowed by recognition given for athletics and extra-
eArriciaar activities.

°
)

Many School officials oalieve that the value of clops rank is its
motivating capability rather than the information it. provides to
.colleges.

Determin&tion of recipients of scholarships and financiaraid.
Class rank has often been used to determine whether a student could be
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awarded a scholarship. NCAA)Rule 1.6 Trescribes class rank as the
criterion to determine theftlegibility cf aphletes for scholarships.

Criticisms Of Ranking and G.P.A.

Humanistic considerations: m criticisms of class rank and.G.P.A.
b, eIrcrTOTifFsTriT-casteed.eaucational humanists are similar to
those they level t-grading procedures generally. The critics of
ranking find it to be a discriminatory practice. They find that deter-
mining class rank and G.P.A. constitutes a "labeling" process.

\

There is same truth in both of these allegations, The rank in
class statistic. can be ene that will'benefit or handicap the student for
many years, particularly in the early formative stages of his career.
Certainly anyone who has carefully attended to the conversations of
college students is aware that they often know the G.P.A.'s,of their
peers almost as well as they' know their.names:

. .

Reliability considerations:-Those who favor abolishingcranking
procedures find the G.P.A-. to be a uselets and irrelevant statistic.
Any student's class rank and G.P.A. can vary greatly from school .to
school, from teaches teacheri'. and can be.affected by the iepth and

intensity of the c es the Student elects to complete.- Since, the
G.P.A. and class rank are based on grades, which are the subjective
judgpents of teachers, clash-fardris a rather unscientific statistic.
Furthermore, the gralt6procedurg_is steeped in. human error and critics
of clies rank 'eel-that grades constitute an evaluation of the teacher's
attitudes toward students rather thaiaMessurement.of academic'
competence.

Alternatives_to G.P.A. and Class Rank

Variations in ranking andA.P.A. Frequently, a high school may
attempt to caipensate for differences in rigor of various curricula by .Q
weighting the grade point, value of certain courses.. Often honors
courses and extra courses are considered to be of extra grade point
Yalge. Also, a grade in a repeated course nay erase or othertis
compensate for an earlier low grade 'a student received the first timehe
completed a course.

. 7 As an example, suppcsea&udeni is taking an honors course in
social studies, completirian extra advanced course in'biblogy at a .

local college Zfter scOdol hours, and repeating a course in typing in
-'an attempt to improveithe failing grade,received on the first attempt
in-the class._

Assume the: udent received all-B's. The social tudies honors
course and the adancea placement biology Course grade would each count
3.5.points towarlthe student's average rather thgh 3.0'points.of a
'B in a regular class. The Bin typing would count 3.01Points toward the
total but:would replace the 0--.)Tpoints thy' student received when he
'failed the course. .
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Estimated rank. Some schools att t to inform colleges and
prospective euployers of approximately how a. student ranks In relation
to other students in his class. This estimate is entirely
subjective and usually reflects an op On of the student's counselor,
rather than an actual conputation of th student's C.P.A. or class
standing.

This estimate may be an educated guess cn the part of the
counseling staff. Xis also possible that the high school may have
actually computed the student's exact class rank but has elected to
report class standings In percentile ranges. In either case, the
student's class standing would be reportel as.beimg In the second-
highest one tenth. Rather than reporting that aatudent has been
either estimated or calculated to be 250th in a class of 300, the
school would simply report the student's class-stamding as being
between the percentile ranks of 10 and 20. This indicates that the
student ranks in the second- lowest one-tenth of his graduating class.

Although estimated class rank does provide some indication of the
quality of work in relation to others inthe graduating class, it is
not as precise, or as objective as actual class rank.

Other'schodls may have administrators that consider grades to be
Important as motivation agents, but find the computation of G.P.A.'s
to be tedious and unscientific. In this case, the high sChool usually
submits the student's full transcript and it then becomes the responsi-
bility of the college admissions office to analyze it for purposes of
admission decisiohs.

The colleges themselves have a minor problem in evaluating the work
of students who have attended schools where no class ranking has been
made. 'In colleges.where admission is competitive, the alternative to
class rank is often to consider .scores on standardized tests such as
the CEEB, ACT, or the SAT.

The standardized tests are more objective, more reliable, and less
-subject to human error than class rank and G.P.A. However, to
substitute 'tests for diLass rank as the criterion,for college adinission
amounts to Substitutimga one- morning test performance for the student's

° tout year academic record.

.Purthermore the test-wise student is given an unfair advantage
when decisions are based solely on the results of standardized tests.
However,, national norms are available for standardized tests, which
enables School officials to make a meanIngfUl comparison of students
who attOhd.different Schools. Such a comparison is, of Course, not
possible with class rank or P.A.

Summary

Class rank and grade point rages are computed by most'U.S. high
schools. School officials consider them to be statistics which are
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valuable in predicting success in college. The desire to increase one's
G.P.A. or class rank is probably a strong motivating force for many
students.

Critics of class rank and C.P.A. consider these statistics to be
erroneous and meaningless:. They feel that class rank and G.P.A. label
students.

Although,the computation of class rank is no longer a necessity
for admission deciSions in most colleges, it is a valuable statistic in
admission decisions for selective colleges and for competitive
programs.

When a school eliminatei class rank and the G.P.A., there are
several possible results. First, same.of the pressure for grates
motivators will be eliminated. Second, 5=6 of the students will no
longer try to take easy courses in order o improve their G.P.A.
perhaps some of/the pressure on children to receive "good" grades will
be removed and some of the pressure will be removed tram teachers and
administrators.' Fourth, the guidance-personnel and school adminis-
trators will reed to work out an acceptable method for informing
college admissions offices of the potential ability of students Who
attended a school that did not find it advantageous to compute G.P.A.
or class rank.
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